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Abstract—This paper presents a method for implementing fully 
automatic timing on a personal electronic device. An initial first-
pass is done through all of the video frames, finding the 
subtracted image between the video frames and the initial image 
of finish line to determine an estimated frame where the object 
first crosses the finish line. After this frame has been found, the 
SIFT and RANSAC algorithms are performed on a small window 
of frames around the estimated finish frame and correct for any 
camera translation or rotation that may have taken place. The 
subtraction algorithm is then repeated on this small window of 
corrected frames to find the final finish frame. Experimental 
results show the proposed method performs well in a variety of 
conditions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Fully automatic time (FAT) is a form of race timing 

in which the finish time is automatically determined by 
analysis of the photo finish. Such systems typically use a 
digital line scan camera aimed straight across the finish line. 
These cameras have an image field that is only a few pixels 
wide, taking a picture of the finish line and anything crossing 
it. Since the advent of fully automatic time systems in the 
middle of the 20th century, FAT has allowed for incredible 
precision when timing professional athletic events and 
competitions.  Today, FAT and its derivatives are used in a 
wide range of competitions, including track and field meets, 
swimming events, horse racing, and motorsports. 

 
Hand timing can be inaccurate and is prone to varying 

results since it relies on a person operating a start/stop 
mechanism and having to anticipate when a runner will cross 
the finish line. In fact, because hand times are so prone to error, 
by International Association of Athletics Federations (IAAF) 
guidelines, only times recorded by FAT systems at world, 
Olympic, or national competitions are valid. Though these 
varying times may be inconsequential to the average person 
just trying to stay active, having precise times available is 
invaluable to an athlete in training. While these FAT systems 
are beneficial on multiple levels, they are expensive to 
purchase and their operation usually requires a team of people 
to ensure all things are running smoothly. In addition, the 
accuracy of these systems far exceeds the requirements of any 
coach or athlete in a training environment.  We have created a 
fully automatic timing application that allows accurate 
electronic timing to be accessible to users on their personal 
electronic devices at a fraction of the cost of typical FAT 
systems. 

II. DECRIPTION OF ALGORITHM 

A. Use 
The user first takes a picture of the finish area where the 

runner will cross, then a column of pixels within the image is 
designated as the finish line. Next, a video of the run is 
recorded and both the image and video are sent to be processed. 
The flow chart of the image processing algorithm can be found 
in Appendix B. It is assumed that the picture and video are 
recorded orthogonal to the plane of motion. This is likely a 
reasonable assumption since professional timing systems 
operate in this manner and a human timer would position 
themselves orthogonal to the plane of motion to obtain the 
most accurate results. 
B. Initial Pass-Through  

The first step of the algorithm is to apply background 
subtraction about the finish line by comparing the current video 
frame with the finish line image.  The background subtraction 
image is then binarized using Otsu thresholding. Otsu 
thresholding was found to offer far more robust results 
compared to fixing a threshold value. 

The column that has been designated as the finish line of 
the image is then taken and the number of white pixels in that 
column is calculated. The sum of the white pixels in the finish 
line column for each frame of the video corresponds to an 
index of change that we see across the finish at that moment in 
time.  The derivative of the array of these values is taken and 
the algorithm finds the index of the first instance where the 
derivative is at least 25% of the maximum derivative value. 
The index found is then considered to be the frame number of 
the approximate finish line crossing. 
C. Second Pass-Through 

Now that an approximate finish frame has been located, the 
subtraction method is repeated on a window of frames around 
the candidate frame. However, the SIFT and RANSAC 
algorithms are first applied to these frames to correct for any 
camera shaking. These algorithms are neglected during the 
initial pass through the video since they are rather expensive 
computations and would severely slow down the program. 
Therefore the initial pass finds a smaller window of frames 
around the likely finish frame, and the SIFT and RANSAC 
algorithms can be applied to these frames to avoid computing 
these expensive algorithms on frames that are likely 
inconsequential. The algorithm currently applies SIFT and 
RANSAC to the previous 10 frames before the before the 



estimated finish and 10 frames immediately after the estimated 
finish. 

For each frame in the window, SIFT features were detected 
and then matched to features in the original finish line image 
using the VLFeat computer vision library. SIFT matches that 
were found were then given to the RANSAC algorithm which 
uses a least squares estimation to create a model to fit as many 
feature matches as possible. The RANSAC algorithm produces 
an affine transformation between the finish line image and each 
video frame, which is then applied to correct the video frames 
as much as possible.  Perspective transformations were 
considered, but it was found that for a number of test cases 
perspective transformations offered poorer results than affine 
transformations. This makes sense because it was assumed that 
images and videos are taken orthogonal to the plane of motion. 
The above background subtraction algorithm is then applied to 
this limited window of frames that have had camera variance 
corrections applied to them to find the actual finish frame. 

III. RESULTS 
We initially developed and tested our algorithm on a select 

group of videos that we used to tune the parameters important 
to selecting a correct finish frame that corresponds to  a 
finishing time.  The following is an example of our results on 
one such video and its corresponding finish line photograph. 
 
     Background subtraction is first performed across the finish 
line.  Figure 1 displays the number of changed pixels after 
thresholding each frame, and Figure 2 is absolute value of the 
derivative of Figure 1.  The 25% value of the maximum first 
derivative value occurs at frame 105 in this example. 

 
Figure 1. Error sums for each video frame about the finish line as a result 

of background subtraction and thresholding. 

 
Figure 2. Absolute value of the derivative of Figure 1. The derivative achieves 

25% of its peak value at frame 105. 

Then, we took a window of frames about the approximate 
finish frame, applied corrective transformations on those 
frames using SIFT and RANSAC to relocate the finish line on 
each frame, and then performed the same subtraction algorithm 
described in the previous paragraph.  The results of the 
changed pixel sums and its derivative from the second 
subtraction algorithm are found in Figures 3 and 4, 
respectively. 

Figure 3. Error sums for each corrected video frame about the finish line as 
a result of background subtraction and thresholding. 

Figure 4. Absolute value of the derivative of Figure 3.  The derivative achieves 
 50% of its peak value at relative frame -1, indicating the corrected 

finish frame should occur at frame 104 of the video. 

Because Figure 4 spans a much narrower window of 
frames, we do not expect to see as many significant deviations 
in the derivative, and thus we pick our corrected frame to be at 
the index of 50% of the peak derivative value.  The leftmost 
image of Figure 5 shows the frame where we determined our 
approximate crossing of the finish line, and the rightmost 
image shows the corrected finish line. 

The correction represents a deviation of 1 frame, 
which at a video rate of 30 frames per second, represents an 
error correction of 0.03 seconds, a non-trivial improvement on 
the accuracy of our timer. 

 

 



          
Figures 5: (left) Approximated finish frame with the finish line drawn in red.     
(right) Corrected finish frame with new location of the finish line drawn in 

white. The change in the images represents a one-frame difference in the video. 

 
      We also tested our algorithm with images and videos taken 
in a variety of environments to simulate the variations we 
expected to see with typical use of our algorithm.  We tested 
videos both indoors and outdoors, and did so in front of a 
variety of backgrounds.  We also varied the distance of the 
camera from the moving object, and also imparted extreme 
rotations on the video frames with respect to the original finish 
line image to see how these changes affected the results. 

A. Indoor versus Outdoors 
While the algorithm is successful in determining accurate 

finish frames of most videos, occasionally it will produce an 
errant result.  In Figure 6, both the indoor and outdoor finish 
frames show the runner either at the finish line or just about to 
touch it.  However, that is not the case in Figure 7.  The indoor 
finish frame is correctly determined, but in the outdoor finish 
frame, the runner is not even in the scene.  This may be due to 
the number of variable features that affect the lighting in the 
environment outdoors, while the relatively stable lighting 
environment indoors produces more consistent results. 

        
Figure 6: (left) Corrected finish frame, indoors. (right) Corrected finish frame, 

outdoors. 

        
Figure 7: (left) Corrected finish frame from another indoor video. (right) 

Corrected finish frame for an outdoor video with no runner in sight. 

B. Background Features 
To test how background variability affects the outcome of 

our algorithm, we tested videos against noisy backgrounds with 
many distinct features as well as fairly bland backgrounds with 
few distinguishing features.  Our results indicate that static 
backgrounds with many features tend to perform better than 
backgrounds with fewer features.  We hypothesize this is due 
to improved finish line correction in those images with many 
features.  In Figure 8, the left finish frame contains many 
distinct background features, while the right finish frame does 
not.  Consequently, the right finish frame is severely distorted 
when transformed with the results of the RANSAC algorithm, 
and the left frame is almost perfectly replicated.  

         
Figure 8: (left) Corrected finish frame in a background with many distinct 

features. (right) Distorted finish frame of background with few distinct features. 

C. Proximity of Object to the Camera 
The proximity of the moving object with respect to the 

camera did not appear to significantly affect results.  In fact, in 
both finish frames in Figure 9, the algorithm correctly 
identified the frame in which each runner crossed, even though 



the distances of the runners from the cameras varied 
significantly. 

        
Figure 9: (left) Close proximity finish frame. (right) Far proximity finish frame. 

D. Extreme Rotation 
Our algorithm was designed primarily to detect small 

translational and rotational changes in the video frames 
compared to the picture taken of the finish area.  These small 
translations can result in multi-frame differences in corrected 
finish frames, resulting in an error correction of several tenths 
of a second. However, under circumstances of extreme 
rotation, as seen in the left image in Figure 10, the algorithm 
performs reasonably well to locate the finish frame.  While the 
right image in Figure 10 does not show a perfect finish frame 
crossing, it is within a reasonable window considering the 
extreme rotation of the video frame. 

        
Figure 10: Finish frame in the case of extreme rotation.  The left image is from 
directly from the original video; the right image was corrected by the algorithm. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
The results of this paper show that the proposed algorithm 

offers an effective method of determining the frame a moving 
object crosses a selected finish line. Although the proposed 
algorithm would occasionally pick a frame where a person is 

not just crossing the finish line, the error was typically within 
reason and in most cases the algorithm was able to correctly 
choose the frame that would be identified as the first crossing. 
The algorithm also proved robust against a number of varying 
conditions (outdoor versus indoors, running versus walking, far 
versus close by, cluttered background versus plain 
background). However, we see that there are a number of 
opportunities to improve upon the current algorithm. 

A. Platform 
Perhaps the biggest improvement we can make to our 

algorithm could be to implement on a mobile device. This 
would make our algorithm more accessible as it wouldn’t 
require a separate camera and computer to implement our 
program. Instead users can use an app to take a picture of the 
finish area, record the video, and then immediately process it 
on their smartphone device. 
B. Speed 

Currently our algorithm takes roughly 15-20 seconds to 
process a video and display the frame where the runner crosses 
the finish line. Though this is comparable to the processing 
time of professional systems, our intended users are looking for 
an application that doesn’t require as precise timing and instead 
would want faster response. Furthermore, if the program were 
implemented on a mobile device it would likely take even 
longer. To remedy this we could use faster feature detection by 
implementing SURF or look at a smaller window frame during 
our second pass and increase the window only if an appropriate 
match could not be found. 
C. Features 

The algorithm can also be improved to include more 
features such as tracking multiple runners and finding each of 
their individual times. 

D. Accuracy 
Using a camera device that has a higher frame rate would 

inherently increase the accuracy of our algorithm since the 
elapsed time between each frame is smaller, allowing is to find 
a more precise frame. Edge detection techniques can also be 
explored to improve our detection of moving objects across a 
screen. 
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Appendix A: 
 
Jack implemented the image subtraction algorithm and managed the integration of the program. 
Darin implemented the image correction algorithm to correct for camera rotation or translation and prepared the poster. 
We jointly worked on the final paper. 
 
Appendix B: Algorithm Flow Chart 
 

 


